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Abstract
Wave packet scattering off an attractive well is investigated in two
spatial dimensions. The results confirm what was found previously for
the one dimensional case. A wave packet narrower than the width of
the well, scatters through the potential exciting a quasi-bound state
of zero energy. The wave scattered at large angles is a polychotomous
(multiple peak) monochromatic and coherent train. Backward scat-
tering is extremely important for low impinging velocities and at all
impact parameters. The effect disappears for packets more extended






The classical textbook exercise of a wave packet interacting with an attractive
potential well was investigated in a previous work.[1] In spite of being a
thoroughly studied example of quantum scattering for plane wave stationary
states, the eect found was unknown at that time.
Packets that are narrower than the well width initially, resonate inside it,
generating a reflected wave that is coherent and monochromatic in amplitude,
a polychotomous wave train. Packets that are wider than the well, do not
resonate and a smooth wave hump proceeds both forwards and backwards.
Moreover, for narrow packets, the reflected waves dominate and recede from
the interaction region in a manner independent of the initial average speed
of the packet, whereas the transmitted waves proceed in accordance with
expectation.
Although wave packets seem to occupy a place of honor in the educa-
tional literature of quantum mechanics[2], they are virtually absent from the
research literature. Conventional scattering processes are treated using plane
waves for the incoming flux of particles. The justication for the approach,
originates from the fact that, accelerators generate beams of particles that
are almost monochromatic in energy (momentum), and extremely spread in
spatial extent.[3] Some exceptions apply, however, for atomic scattering pro-
cesses, such as those investigated in chemical physics[4]. The semiclassical
approximmation is used in the study of those processes to describe the actual
motion of individual atoms.
Present day capabilities of accelerators impede the production of particle
beams of spatial extent smaller than the size of the scattering agents. Even
optical pulses in the femtosecond range are still wider than the size of atoms
from which they scatter. It is nevertheless, not totally unrealistic, to expect
that the situation may change in the near future. The import of the present
paper reinforces the need to produce narrow packets and design suitable
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experiments.
The technique of cold bose traps may serve as such a setup, because of the
relative ease in handling beams of atoms at low energy and their subsequent
scattering inside cavities taking the role of potentials. In such an experiment
with a narrow bunch of atoms, the scattered atoms will proceed in a manner
resembling the coherent light emerging from a laser.
The ALAS phenomenon in nuclear physics[5] may also be related to the
present ndings, as described in section 4.
Polychotomous (multipeak) waves are observed when a superintense laser
eld focuses on an atom[6]. Ionization is hindered and the wave function is
localized, in spite of the presence of the strong radiation eld.
In section 2 we will briefly summarize the results of the previous work on
the one-dimensional case, and add some new results. Section 3 will describe
two-dimensional scattering. Some experiments are proposed in section 4.
2 One dimensional packet scattering off an attrac-
tive well
In a previous work[1], it was found that, a multiple peak coherent wave train
is reflected from an attractive well, when the incoming packet is narrower
than the well. These waves spend a large amount of time spreading out of
the scattering region. The average speed of the reflected wave was found to
be independent of the average energy of the packet. The waves where shown
to be generated by a resonance of almost zero energy residing inside the
potential. The well acts as a resonator that emits a coherent wave, but, only
backwards. The coherence appears analogous to the lasing inside a cavity.
Under these conditions, any potential may be considered a natural laser.
We used a minimal uncertainty wave packet traveling from the left with
an average speed v, initial location x0, mass m, wave number q = m v and
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width δ,
ψ = C exp
(





The attractive well was located around the origin, with depth A and
width parameter w. We used an Gaussian potential, but the results are not
specic to this type of interaction.







We solved the Schro¨dinger equation for the scattering event in coordinate
space taking care of unitarity. We used the method of Goldberg et al.[7], that
proved to be extremely robust and conserves the normalization of the wave
function, with an error of less than 0.01 %, even after hundreds of thousands
of time step iterations. We also veried that the solutions actually solve the
equation with extreme accuracy by explicit substitution.
Figure 1 depicts the scattered waves after t=5000, a time long enough
for the waves to scatter at a large distance. The impinging packet has a
width of δ = 0.5, a momentum q = 1, and the well width is w = 1. We
used a large mass m = 20 in order to prevent the packet from spreading too
fast [2]. A polychotomous (multiple peak) wave recedes from the well. For
low velocities, corresponding to average packet energies less than half the
well depth, several peaks in the reflected wave show up. Simple inspection
reveals that the distance between the peaks is constant. The reflected wave
is propagating with an amplitude of the form
C(x)  e−λjxj sin2(kx) (3)
The exponential drop is characteristic of a bound state solution inside
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Figure 1: Wave amplitude as a function distance x for an initial wave packet
of width δ = 0.5 starting at x0=-10 impinging upon a well of width parameter
w=1 and depth A=1 after t=5000, the initial average momentum of the
packet is q=1.
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but depend on time. The wave spreads and its amplitude diminishes, as
expected. We corroborated that the polychotomous behavior continues for
t!1 without modication.
We explained the behavior of the refelected wave by resorting to a reso-
nant phenomenon. Using k0 =
√
2 m (A + E),where E is the energy of the
quasi-bound state, A the depth of the well, and k =
√
2 m jEj; we found
that k0w  npi, or k0w  (n + 1
2
)pi, with n an integer. The same condition
as for a zero energy bound state for even and odd states.[2]
The multiple peaks disappear completely for packets wider than the well.
This is evident from gure 2. The well is now narrower than the impinging
packet. No coherent reflected wave is seen, as evident from many pictures in
the literature.[8] An approximate expression for the multiple peak reflected
packet average speed was found to be, v = k(tformation)/m. Where k repre-
sents the wavenumber outside the well at the time it starts emerging from
it after a long period of multiple reflections. This speed was found to be
independent of the initial packet speed. The memory of the initial packet
is deleted. The well acts as a true resonator that is merely excited by the
packet.
We investigated other types of potentials, such as a Lorentzian, a square
well, etc., and found the same phenomena described here. Moreover the eect
is independent of the shape of the packet as long as it is narrower than the
well width. We used square packets, Lorentzian packets, linear exponential
packets, etc., with analogous results.
In order to nd analytical support, we resorted to a square packet
ψ(x) = ei q (x−x0) (d− jx− x0j) (4)
where d is half the width of the packet, x0 the initial position and q the
wave number. It impinges on a square well located at the origin, whose width
is 2a and depth V0
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Figure 2: Wave amplitude as a function distance x for an initial wave packet
of width δ = 2 starting at x0=-10 impinging upon a well of width parameter
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Figure 3: Theoretical calculation for a square initial packet scattering off a
square well for t=1000
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V (x) = −V0 (a− jxj) (5)
Using the method of ref.[9], that is appropriate for packets with sharp
edges, and amounts to a contour integration, we found the results depicted in
gure 3. The initial wave packet had average momentum q = 1 width d = 0.5,
and the square well parameters were V0 = 1, a = 1. The reflected wave shows
exactly the same polychotomous behavior as the numerical simulations. The
eect is general, even the packet amplitude becomes unimportant.
Moreover and quite curiously, the eect is only weakly dependent on the
initial position of the packet, as mentioned in passing in [1]. For initial
locations even a hundred times the width of the packet, the eects persists
albeit diminished. Figure 4 shows one such case for the same parameters as
those of gure 1, but an initial location of x0 = −50. The number of peaks
has increased and the distance between them has shrunk. There appears a
smooth background under the multiple peaks. The well reacts to the presence
of the packet from far away. One could say that the well senses the spectra
of momenta of the packet, modulated by a factor only weakly dependent
on the initial location of the packet. So, even if the packet is narrower
only faraway from the well, the polychtomous structure persists, despite the
normal spreading that must occur until the center of the packet reaches
the well, which, in the depicted case, would amount to ten times the original
width. Quite a startling eect, in line with the nonlocality of the Schro¨dinger
equation.
3 Two dimensional wave packet scattering from an
attractive well
The results summarized in the previous section call for a more realistic cal-
culation. Although backward scattering in three dimensions is very similar
9











Figure 4: Wave amplitude as a function distance x for an initial wave packet
of width δ = 0.5 starting at x0=-50 impinging upon a well of width parameter
w=1 and depth A=1 after t=3000, the initial average momentum of the
packet is q=1.
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to the one dimensional case. The main dierence stems from the centrifu-
gal contribution present in higher partial waves. As a step towards a full
three dimensional calculation, we proceed here to describe the results of a
two-dimensional calculation.
Consider two dimensional scattering o a potential well as described by

















Where φ is the polar angle and r, the radial coordinate. Expanding in
partial waves,
(t, r, φ) =
lmax∑
l=0
ei l φ φl(r, t) (7)






















tential acquires an extra term and the rst derivative cancels out. Henceforth
we work with the wave function Ψ = 
p
r. This substitution also allows for
a simple numerical treatment. For each partial wave we apply the method
used in the one dimensional case.[7]





i q (x− x0)− (x− x0)




at a distance large enough to be outside the range of the potential,








for which we again use a Gaussian.
We present our results for dierent impact parameters y0, for a packet
traveling initially along the negative x axis towards the well, with average
speed v = q
m
as a function of angle and distance from the location of the
potential.
Figures 5-7 show the scattered waves at angles of 180o, 90o and 0o respec-
tively for initial momenta q = 1, 2, 3 in inverse distance units. The initial
center of the packet is at x0 = −10, y0 = 0. The parameters of the well are
w = 2, A = 1, the width of the initial packet δ = 0.5. Throughout the cal-
culation we limited the number of partial waves to lmax = 50. The accuracy
in the expansion obtained with this limit, was found to be better than 1%.
For large impact parameters we increased the number of partial waves up to
lmax = 70. The wave functions are normalized to 2pi.
The gures show clearly that the same phenomenon found in the one
dimensional case emerges in two dimensions. Even at small angles the eect
persists, although the multiple peak structure is cleaner in the backward
direction. Figure 8 shows the comparison between backward and forward
scattering for impact parameter y0 = 0. Large angle scattering shows up as
an extremely important element.
Figures 9-10 show the behavior of the scattered wave at large and small
angles for increasing impact parameter.
It constraiis clear that at backward angles, the impact parameter influ-
ences the shape of the pattern very little. The well is merely excited by
the initial packet. The memory of the initial information concerning impact
parameter -and even momentum, for moderate momenta as compared to the
inverse of the well width- is ignored completely. The well acts as a resonator
that is pumped by the external agent, like in a lasing phenomenon.
We can clearly visulize the existence of the resonance inside the well
by selecting the region around the origin and plotting real and imaginary
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Figure 5: Wave amplitude at an angle of 180o, as a function of r. Wave packet
width δ = 0.5, x0=-10, y0 = 0. Well width, w=2 depth A=1. Average
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Figure 6: Wave amplitude at an angle of 90o, as a function of r. Wave packet
width δ = 0.5, x0=-10, y0 = 0. Well width, w=2 depth A=1. Average
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Figure 7: Wave amplitude at an angle of 0o, as a function of r. Wave packet
width δ = 0.5, x0=-10, y0 = 0. Well width, w=2 depth A=1. Average
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Figure 8: Wave amplitudes at 180o (solid line), and 0o (dashed line) for a
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Figure 9: Wave amplitudes at 180o for impact parameter y0 = 0, solid line,
y0 = 1.5, dashed line, and y0 = 3, small dash line. Well and packet parame-
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Figure 10: Wave amplitudes at 0o for impact parameter y0 = 0, solid line,
y0 = 1.5, dashed line, and y0 = 3, small dash line. Well and packet parame-
ters as in figure 5
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m = 20, 5 for backward angles. As for the one dimensional case, we see a
sinusoidal behavior. For m = 20 it is seen that the well width accomodates
approximately two wavelengths, while for m = 5 one wavelength ts in.
(Recall that the well does not have a sharp edge) This agrees with the quasi-
bound state arguments developed in ref[1]. Similar resonance conditions are
operative in two dimensions. The scattering proceeds through a quasi-bound
state.
The two-dimensional case resembles remarkably the one dimensional scat-
tering, for packets that are initially narrower than the well. The resemblance
is reinforced by looking at the scattering of wider packets. Figures 13-15 show
that all the polychotomous wave trains disappear when the initial packet is
wider than the well. The multiple peaks are now almost completely erased.
Forward scattering looks now quite similar to the backward reflection. More-
over, the wave fronts reach much smaller distances in the same amount of
time as compared to the multiple peaked cases. This behavior is reminiscent
of the apparent acceleration of packets in tunneling processes.
Consistently with the explanation of the eects by resorting to the exci-
tation of a quasi-bound state, we should not observe such resonance with a
wide packet. Figure 16 demonstrates that this is indeed the case. The width
of the well in the gure is w = 0.5 and the packet width is δ = 2. As may
be recognized from the graph, the wave inside the well does not obey the
conditions for a zero energy quasi-bound state above.
The zero energy quasi-bound state condition poses a limitation on the
amplitude of the potential. namely
p
2 m A w  pi
2
, with A, the depth of
the potential. For very shallow potentials the polychotomous behavior should
disappear. We do nd that for well amplitudes below the value obtained
from the constraint, the multiple peak behavior is barely noticeable. Only
tiny peaks remain above a smooth background. Figure 17 shows one such
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Figure 11: Real (solid line) and Imaginary (dashed line) part of the wave
function at 180o for impact parameter y0 = 0, momentum q = 1, mass
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Figure 12: Real (solid line) and Imaginary (dashed line) part of the wave
function at 180o for impact parameter y0 = 0, momentum q = 1, mass
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Figure 13: Wave amplitude at an angle of 180o, as a function of r. Wave
packet width δ = 2, x0=-10, y0 = 0. Well width, w=0.5 depth A=1. Average
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Figure 14: Wave amplitude at an angle of 90o, as a function of r. Wave packet
width δ = 2, x0=-10, y0 = 0. Well width, w=0.5 depth A=1. Average
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Figure 15: Wave amplitude at an angle of 0o, as a function of r. Wave packet
width δ = 2, x0=-10, y0 = 0. Well width, w=0.5 depth A=1. Average
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Figure 16: Waves inside the well at 180o. Packet parameters y0 = 0 q=1,
and δ = 2, well parameters; w = 0.5, A = 1. Real part of the wave function,
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Figure 17: Wave amplitude for a scattering angle of 1800, packet width
δ = 0.5 starting at x0=-10 impinging upon a well of width parameter w=2
and depth A=0.03 after t=5000, the initial average momentum of the packet
is q=1, with a mass of m = 20.
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4 Suggested experiments
We have found that the polychotomous coherent eect of ref.[1], persists in
two dimensions and presumably this will be true in a full three dimensional
calculation.
Experimental work may take advantadge of these ndings and design se-
tups to research the phenomena described here. We mentioned in section 1
the possibility of using cavity experiments with atomic beams. The assses-
ment of feasibility of such experiments is however, beyond the knowledge of
the author. Although, it appears, a tangible option.
One alternative that seems viable, consists in an experiment related to
those known under the title of ALAS.[5]
ALAS stands for anomalous large angle scattering. It occurs for α scat-
tering on certain closed shell nuclei for incident energies below 100 MeV.
The backward scattering is so pronounced that can exceed the Rutherford
cross section by several orders of magnitude. Although many explanations
based on optical models have been provided over the years for this process,
it remains rather obscure. A possible interpretation based on the present
results would be that, the α particle is a nite extent system of dimensions
smaller than the nuclear well. Considered as a wave packet it could resonate
inside the well in a similar manner to the packets dealt with presently. The
large backward scattering is then a reflection of the behavior found here for
a nite size packet. A clear imprint of the eect would however, require the
detection of the α particles as a function of time in order to observe the oscil-
latory amplitudes that dominate at large scattering angles. Data acquisition
in nuclear (and other) experiments generally averages over time variations,
except for coincidence experiments. The multiple peak behavior demands a
continuous time dependent recording of the alpha particles, triggered by the
bunches emitted from the accelerating machine. If experimental support is
indeed gathered, then the eect can be turned around in order to become
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a research tool, due to its dependence on the geometrical and dynamical
parameters of both projectiles and target. A rm theoretical connection to
the ALAS eect, requires, eventually, a much more laborious theoretical and
numerical work than the one carried out here. Eorts in that direction are
currently underway.
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